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For companies small and large alike, ﬁnding and retaining experienced press brake operators
has been an ongoing challenge... until now. AMADA’s HG 1003 ARs is a fully-integrated robotic
bending system that’s engineered to provide the skill level of an experienced operator with the
unmatched speed and repeatable accuracy of automation. Each stage of the bending process,
including tool loading, gripper exchange, and robotic bending are all performed at maximum speed
and efﬁciency — achieving unprecedented levels of ﬂexibility and productivity.
AMADA’s AR CAM software features a 3D environment that helps generate robot movements and
a part’s bend sequence by utilizing information from 2D ﬁles with bend lines, or 3D part models.
In addition, a variety of part stacking patterns can be easily programmed to separate multiple jobs.
A built-in camera system eliminates positioning errors when picking up sheets of material and also
helps to ensure precise loading. Additional automated features include an Automatic Tool Changer,
Automatic Gripper Changer, and Bend Indicator Sensors that work together to eliminate the
delays and costly errors associated with conventional bending. Now, rush jobs can
be introduced seamlessly and even small lot processing
can be performed cost-effectively.
Contact AMADA to learn how
your search for the ultimate
bending solution can end today.

Automatic
Tool Changer

Automatic
Gripper Changer

Automatic
Bend Angle Adjustment

All programming for the HG ARs can
be generated completely ofﬂine to
maximize machine productivity.

HG ARs Video

Stay In Touch...
With What’s Next.

Operator Included.

AMADA AMERICA, INC.
180 Amada Court • Schaumburg, IL 60173
www.amada.com/america
877-262-3287
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| EDITOR’S LETTER

WORKSHOPS FOR WARRIORS
In his youth, my dad spent his summers
swimming at a lake near his home,
diving over a sandbank into the cool
water. Although he’d dove beyond that
shallow area a thousand times before,
one afternoon in 1964, he came up short,
breaking his neck and damaging three of
his vertebrae.
The accident landed him in traction; his
description of the metal “halo” that kept
him strapped to a hospital bed for 30-plus
days is, quite frankly, horrifying. He was
fortunate, though. The injury could have
left him paralyzed, or worse, it could have
killed him.
A few years later, several of his friends were
deployed to Vietnam through the draft. He,
however, was too much of a liability for the
U.S. government to send overseas, given his
injury and his propensity for future injuries.
Even though almost 50 years have passed,
he still talks about the day he learned he
wasn’t being drafted. He talks about his
accident and his hospitalization as luck.
Since then, he’s supported programs for
veterans. He says it’s the least he can do.
For him and for my own friends and family
who have served – in Kuwait, Kosovo, Iraq

and Afghanistan – this month’s cover story
on page 8 hits close to home. It also hits
close to home for anyone in the metals
manufacturing industry. And anyone
else who values the freedoms that our
servicemen and women protect.
For the article, we were given the privilege
to speak with Hernán Luis y Prado,
the founder of Workshops for Warriors
(WFW). WFW is a nonprofit school that
aids veterans, wounded warriors and
transitioning service members with
training, certification and placement in
advanced manufacturing careers.
The article also highlights several
companies within the metals industry that
offer support to WFW. To donate machinery
or funds or to sponsor a veteran, contact
the dedicated folks at WFW. We’ve all
benefitted from the sacrifices veterans have
made. So, as my dad would say, do what
you can to support their efforts,
it’s the least we can do.

Abbe Miller
editor-in-chief
amiller@techgenmedia.com
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incoming workforce to run and maintain
this complex, precision equipment.

Investing in
our future
by Glen Spielbauer, production
and assembly specialist,
Optex Systems Inc.
The metalworking industry has
become high-tech and forwardmoving, with sophisticated machinery
and equipment loaded with
advanced electronic controls, sensors,
microprocessor systems and monitoring
instruments. But the newer, high-tech
equipment isn’t just reserved to a single
segment of the metalworking world.
Metal foundry, CNC machining, laser
and plasma cutters, solvent cleaning
systems, coating applications, robotic
handling machinery and welding
systems are all continuing to evolve
through new budding technology.
To stay competitive, fabricators are
adopting new technology, including
automation to then empower the

In an effort to stay ahead of the curve
with the most advanced equipment
available, equipment investments are a
must. They will inevitably spur the hiring
of skilled technicians, machinists, tool and
die makers, CAD-CAM drafters, quality
inspectors and industrial machine repair
technicians from two-year community
colleges and state technical schools.
These investments will help to make the
American industry the most competitive in
the global marketplace.

To spread the word, partnerships
within the metals fabricating industry
have sprung up with organizations like
SkillsUSA, the Association for Career and
Technical Education and the American
Technical Education Association. By
working with local school districts and
PTA groups, metals companies can help
provide an inside look at what’s really
happening within the industry to garner
continued growth and interest.

Ask the experts

While much of the public’s focus is on
four-year college degrees from big
name universities, the greatest areas for
job growth, especially in high-paying
careers, comes from two-year programs –
especially in advanced manufacturing
technologies.

When technicians and other technically
skilled workers are allowed to run a
shop, productivity follows. Thanks to
their specialized training, they have the
technical expertise that, often times,
exceeds that of the engineers. The
people who make things happen on the
factory floor aren’t just the scientists,
engineers and managers; they are the
technicians, machinists and CAD-CAM
specialists.

Although the two-year associate’s degree
isn’t making the traditional four-year
bachelor’s degree obsolete, high school
students, teachers and especially parents
need to be educated about the numerous
career opportunities in the metals industry.

While machinists and industrial machine
repair specialists may traditionally
be thought of as being blue collar,
they should be recognized as white
collar in terms of their advanced
technical training and knowledge.

Reach high

This advanced knowledge includes the
use of CNC programming, digital and
analog electronics, programmable logic
controllers, motor control electrical circuits,
fluid power, geometric dimensioning and
tolerancing, and CAD/CAM software, such
as Pro/Engineer and SolidWorks.
Community and technical college
graduates who have completed extensive
applied industrial technology programs
must be acknowledged for their level
of advanced technical education and
expertise and their contributions to their
companies. Technicians or machinists can
come up with the next big breakthrough
for any company – with the right
recognition, motivation and direction
in place.
Creativity and a high level of technical
expertise must be utilized, but, above all,
career advancement ladders and
especially pay scales must closely parallel
those of the engineers and other fouryear degreed professionals. The key
to the future success of our industry,
therefore, is in investments – in the most
advanced high-tech equipment as well
as in recruiting and advancing the future
technical workforce.
April 2017
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Is hot slag
impeding your laser
cutting operations?

Low profile, air-operated
Transporter Conveying
System eliminates laser
cutting part and scrap
removal downtime
What's the point in purchasing expensive
laser cutting machinery if maintenance men
have to free up slag binding discharge
chains and replace bearings?
When discharge systems become
welded shut as hot slag binds and jams
ordinary chain conveyors, these are
reasons why laser cutters sit idle —
and competitive fabrication cost-margins
grow wider.
That's why owners of laser cutters
are replacing their steel discharge chain
systems with Vibro Transporters and a
stainless steel tray for hot slag and
scrap removal.
The Vibro 100% air-operated
Transporter Conveying System eliminates
the downtime associated with conventional
chain conveyors. Its low profile allows the
Transporter to fit in the tightest, most hardto-reach places beneath machine tools.
Other benefits include:
■ 100% Air-Operated
- No Mechanical
Springs
■ Low Air
Consumption
■ Variable Speed
Operation
■ Two-Year Warranty
■ 100% American
Made
■ Available from Stock
Register online or call us today to
receive your product line kit, application
video, engineering support, or to locate the
sales representative nearest you.

Engineered First to Last

717.527.2094
www.vibroindustries.com
Global Distribution:
FOSMO MASKIN A.S., Norway
UPTON & SULLIVAN CO., LTD., Canada
MTI Monterrey, Mexico

MADE IN

USA

// by Kip Hanson, senior editor //

EDUCATION OF A
DEVIL DOG
How one U.S. Marine is learning
the skills needed for a career in
metalworking

“In the military, you’re part of a rich tapestry. You
know exactly where you belong, whom you report
to, who reports to you, and what’s expected of
you every single day. But when you leave the
service, you’re suddenly ripped out of that fabric.”
Hernán Luis y Prado, founder, Workshops for Warriors

O

n Main Street, just one
block from 32nd Street
Naval Base San Diego, sits
a nondescript industrial
building. Stand on the sidewalk out
front for a few minutes. If the sun
has had a chance to burn away the
Pacific fog, you might see historic
Halsey Field off to the west, home
to the aircraft carrier USS Theodore
Roosevelt.
Beyond that is Point Loma with its
lighthouses old and new and Fort
Rosecrans National Cemetery where
so many of our fallen service members

lie. Step inside the big double doors.
From within you’ll hear the crackle of
arc welders, the whoosh of a waterjet
machine or the rattle of metal
shavings striking the door of a CNC
lathe. This is Workshops for Warriors,
and if you’re a veteran looking for a
good career, you’ve come to the right
place.

Serving those who served
It’s a fitting location. Founder Hernán
Luis y Prado served 15 years in the
U.S. Navy, first as a Hospital Corpsman
and then as a Surface Warfare Officer.
He has three combat deployments

Stamping and fabricating company Dowding Industries sponsored WFW student
Ryan Palmer, who graduated in the spring of 2016. Photo credit: Dowding Industries

in Iraq and Afghanistan under his
belt. While there, he earned the Navy
Achievement Medal and Combat
Action Ribbon. Luis y Prado loves
the Navy, but recognized soon after
leaving it that the people he led
while serving often find civilian life a
challenge.

“In the military, you’re part of a rich
tapestry,” Luis y Prado says. “You know
exactly where you belong, whom you
report to, who reports to you, and
what’s expected of you every single
day. But when you leave the service,
you’re suddenly ripped out of that
fabric. You’re faced with questions
April 2017
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about where you’re going to go and
what you’re going to do. Add to this
the financial concerns that come with
the elimination of a steady paycheck
and it presents a difficult situation.
Our goal at Workshops for Warriors is
to provide our veterans with the skills
needed to find a good paying job in
manufacturing, and do so quickly.”

in the U.S. Marine Corps and three
combat tours in Iraq. His primary
military occupational specialty
(MOS) was Marine Infantryman with
a secondary MOS as Marine Corps
Security Forces (MCSF).

MCSF Alvarez was the infantry squad
leader with Fox Company, Second
Battalion, when it pushed into the
Workshops for Warriors (WFW) opened port city of Umm Qasr. He was
later part of the 1st Light Armored
its current facility in 2011. Since then,
Reconnaissance Battalion (1st LAR
338 students have graduated and
Bn.) Weapons and Alpha Co. 1st LAR
between them, they’ve earned 1,400
nationally recognized credentials. That Bn. Through it all, he earned the
Combat Action ribbon, the Navy and
may sound like a lot, but when you
consider that 40,000 veterans leave the Marine Corps Achievement Medal
with Bronze V device for Combat
service each year in San Diego alone,
Valor, GWOT (Global War on Terror)
it’s a drop in the ocean.
Service and Expeditionary medals,
and the Iraqi Service Campaign
Most of the students come to WFW
unemployed. Some are living in unsafe medal.
housing conditions. Many were injured
Despite his admirable level of service
during their service and struggle to
make ends meet on disability benefits and commitment, Alvarez says he
alone. All of them need better options. felt a loss of identity and purpose
after leaving the Corps. “I often asked
God, Country and Corps
myself, if I’m not a Marine fighter
One of these students is Angel Alvarez, and leader serving God, Country and
who served eight years of active duty
Corps, then who am I?”

Amada America has been a patron of WFW since 2012. It donated a press brake and
CO2 laser cutter to the school and is planning to donate a fiber laser, as well. Photo
credit: Workshops for Warriors
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After becoming homeless due to a
series of unfortunate circumstances,
including financial struggles, private
battles with combat PTSD and
traumatic brain injury, and the grief
of losing comrades during war,
Alvarez was unable to find work
that “paid a decent wage and would
help him avoid living paycheck to
paycheck.” That was before WFW.

“I heard about Workshops for
Warriors through a neighbor
who’d graduated from the school,”
he says. “I’ve been a student here
for the past nine months or so and
have graduated from the courses
in Shielded Metal Arc Welding,
Gas Metal Arc Welding and am
currently in my third course,
Fluxed Core Arc Welding.

“Workshops for Warriors has affected my life
in a very positive way. It’s a school created by

Service center Reliance
Steel & Aluminum is
another proud partner
of WFW. In 2013, it
sponsored the school’s
CAD/CAM lab. Photo
credit: Workshops for
Warriors

veterans for veterans, and I feel a kinship
toward my fellow students, the staff and
instructors, most of whom are also veterans.”
Angel Alvarez, Marine Corps veteran and
student at Workshops for Warriors

April 2017
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Because grinding goes hand
in hand with welding, it’s
an important part of the
curricula at WFW. Photo credit:
Workshops for Warriors

“As a Devil Dog Marine, I’m confident
in my ability to conquer any task and
accomplish any mission, going above
and beyond what’s required of me
while doing so. When I got out of
military service and embarked into
civilian life, I was more than qualified
to do a range of work, but couldn’t
find employment without a piece
of paper to back up my credentials.
Because of Workshops for Warriors, I

can now get a good paying career I’ll
be proud of.”

When life hands you lemons
It hasn’t all been smooth sailing.
During Alvarez’s first semester, his
car broke down, he had to change
apartments and he was struggling
with the cost of the equipment
needed for class. Worse, he quickly
realized that his financial troubles

were interfering with his academic
performance. He met with the dean
of welding, intending to withdraw
from class until he could set his affairs
in order. Fortunately, WFW was able
to secure grant money from a local
nonprofit foundation, and Alvarez
soon found himself back at the
welding bench.
“I’m very grateful for the scholarship,”
he says. “It took care of the most
important vehicle repairs, helped
with my moving expenses and
let me purchase a set of welding
gloves, a helmet and all the other
gear I needed. Eliminating the heavy
financial burden has turned my
morale around completely, and I’ve
been on an even keel ever since.”

The SEAL team of Mfg.
It’s the fighting spirit of its students
that makes WFW a force to be
reckoned with. Veterans come into
the school with the discipline and
personal integrity looked for by all
employers, and they leave a short
while later with the skills to back it
up. And with manufacturers across

WFW welding students become
certified in SMAW, GMAW, FCAW
and more. Photo credit: Workshops
for Warriors
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the United States struggling to replace an
aging workforce, WFW offers a solution
both timely and appropriate given the debt
we owe to our soldiers.

Angel Alvarez receives
his diploma from WFW
Founder Hernán Luis
y Prado. Photo credit:
Workshops for Warriors

“We aim to command America’s
manufacturing might just as we would
a nation with whom we’re at war,” Luis
y Prado says. “To do so effectively, you
must teach your soldiers everything they
need to know about their target and its
infrastructure. In our case, that’s welding,
CNC turning and milling, CAD/CAM,
waterjet, laser cutting, 3-D printing and
more. This is why the Master Chief Petty
Officer of the Navy called us the SEAL team
of manufacturing during a recent visit.”
Companies are listening. WFW graduates
enjoy a 94-percent placement rate, often
going to work for such big names as
SpaceX, United Technologies, Lockheed,
General Atomics and others that “snap up”
students immediately after graduation. The
problem is the shops that don’t recognize
employees as the most valuable asset.

CNC lathe operation and programming
are just a few of the valuable skills
taught to WFW students. Photo credit:
Workshops for Warriors

“I was really
moved by the
sight of all those
young people
coming back from
the war, thankful
for the service
they’ve offered
and the sacrifices
they’ve made.”
Jeff Metts, president,
Dowding Industries Inc.

“It’s not that piece of equipment they
bought last year or the number of square
feet in the facility, it’s the people they
hire that are going to make or break
April 2017
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the business,” Luis y Prado points
out. “That’s our goal, to build a
veteran force of readiness in the
manufacturing sector. It’s the one
thing that will ultimately help make
these companies, and our country,
successful.”

In Need of Support
Unfortunately, WFW is only six years
into the eight-year application to
become a GI Bill-approved learning
institution. Because of that, this 501(c)
nonprofit depends on support from

partner organizations for ongoing
operating expenses, equipment and
funding of scholarships for students
like Alvarez.
Fabrication equipment and
automation supplier Amada America
Inc. has been a WFW patron since
2012. It donated a press brake and
CO2 laser cutter to the school and will
soon be replacing that machine with
a fiber laser. Amada also purchases
parts made by the school’s sister
organization, VetPowered LLC, for

The aircraft carriers USS
Ronald Reagan (CVN-76),
USS Nimitz (CVN-68) and
USS Carl Vinson (CVN-70)
sit pierside at Naval Air
Station North Island in
San Diego. Photo credit:
Mass Communication
Specialist 1st Class
David Mercil, U.S. Navy,
and Wiki Commons

“If you’re at all interested in supporting the
manufacturing industry through development
of motivated, highly educated and certified
workers, then you need to find a way to interact
with Workshops for Warriors.”
Nick Ostrowski, general manager of media and
communications, Amada America Inc.
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use in its equipment, the profits of
which are rolled back into WFW.
Amada general manager of
media and communications Nick
Ostrowski serves on the WFW board
of directors. As a former Marine, it’s
clear that he salutes the school’s
mission and has some advice to
those wishing to support WFW.
“It’s great if you want to hire
a student, but placement has
never been our problem” he says.
“The problem is throughput. Our
pipeline is so narrow that we
have a waiting list of 500-plus
veterans. That’s the real issue. Until
WFW is accepted for the GI Bill,
we need continuing donations in
equipment and capital and help
from companies willing to sponsor
students. That’s our battle right
now. If you’re at all interested in
supporting the manufacturing
industry through development
of motivated, highly educated
and certified workers, then you
need to find a way to interact with
Workshops for Warriors.”

Jeff Metts has found a way. He is
president of Dowding Industries
Inc., a company specializing in
precision stamping, machining and
fabrication for the automotive and
defense industries. He first met Luis
y Prado at a Precision Metalforming
Association convention in Arizona
where the two discussed the
difficulties faced by manufacturers in
finding good employees. Luis y Prado
then suggested Dowding sponsor a
student.
“They were working with a soldier
who’d lost his leg during an IED attack
in Iraq,” Metts says. “His wife was
pregnant, he couldn’t work and he
basically ended up on the doorstep at
Workshops for Warriors, hoping they
could train him to be a machinist.
Today he has a good job and has even
invented a new type of prosthetic. It’s
a great success story. Later, I visited
San Diego where Hernán asked me to
speak to a class full of students about
the opportunities in manufacturing.
I was really moved by the sight of all
those young people coming back
from the war, thankful for the service

they’ve offered and the sacrifices
they’ve made. Hernán Luis y Prado is
a true patriot for what he does here.”
Reliance Steel & Aluminum Co. is
another proud sponsor of WFW.
In 2013, the metal service center
was looking for a way to expand its
Community Partnership Program
and heard about WFW through
the Fabricators & Manufacturers
Association. Brenda Miyamoto, vice
president of corporate initiatives at
RSAC, explains.
“We wanted to engage in the
community and support initiatives
that would have a positive impact
on our industry. Workshops for
Warriors was a perfect fit. We’ve since
made donations for various projects,
including a new ventilation system
for their welding area, sponsorship of
their CAD/CAM lab and participation
in a matching program last year
toward their capital campaign. We
really want to help them expand
because that’s what we think
will have the most impact on our
industry over the next 10 to 15 years

as we begin to replace our aging
workforce.”
These are but a few of the companies
that support WFW. Along with
businesses such as CNC Software
Inc. (the developers of Mastercam),
The Gene Haas Foundation, Sandvik
Coromant, SolidWorks, The Boeing
Co. and others, they are all having
a positive impact. WFW is currently
building a 30,000-sq.-ft. facility while
renovating its existing school and
hopes to greatly expand its program
in the months and years to come.
Says Luis y Prado, “This is not only a
great way to support our veterans. It’s
a great way to fix America.”
Need more convincing? Marine
Corps veteran Alvarez offers one final
inspiration.

THE NEW XPR300.

IT’S MORE THAN JUST A REVOLUTION IN PLASMA. IT’S A REVOLUTION IN INDUSTRIAL CUTTING.
The new XPR300™ from Hypertherm is the biggest advance in mechanized plasma cutting technology ever.
The XPR300 introduces industry-leading cut quality, increased productivity, and automatic system optimization
for unmatched performance and reliability. And it does it all while taking a big cut out of your operating costs.
See how the new XPR300 can re-shape your operation’s efficiency and bottom line.
Learn more at Hypertherm.com/XPR300.

PLASMA | LASER | WATERJET | SOFTWARE | AUTOMATION | CONSUMABLES

“Workshops for Warriors has affected
my life in a very positive way,” he says.
“It’s a school created by veterans
for veterans, and I feel a kinship
toward my fellow students, the staff
and instructors, most of whom are
also veterans. The teachers here are

both patient and knowledgeable
in their craft, but most importantly,
they’re truly dedicated and caring.
I plan to do my absolute best in the
industry, not just to represent the
quality vocational training I received
at Workshops for Warriors but also
for my personal reputation. And, I
know that I will earn a good living
in the process. I’m still figuring out
where that journey will begin, but I’m
confident now that I’ll be successful
wherever I end up.”

AMADA AMERICA INC.
DOWDING INDUSTRIES INC.
RELIANCE STEEL &
ALUMINUM CO.
WORKSHOPS FOR WARRIORS
April 2017
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ONE, TWO
PUNCH
A two coating, one cure dry-on-dry
coating system saves energy and
reduces production time
|| by Larry Adams, senior editor ||

been developed to save curing times,
reduce energy costs and provide
improved corrosion resistance and
part edge coverage.

I

n manufacturing, a general rule
of thumb is that the fewer times
a component, blank or other raw
material is handled, the better.
Whether producing a part, perfecting
a process or otherwise accomplishing
a task, the goal is to do the job in
the fewest steps, which hopefully
translates into cost and time savings
and increased product quality.
So, when the editors of FAB Shop
Magazine Direct discovered a
technology designed to reduce
the number of production steps
and end up with a better finished
product, we wanted to take a look.
The technology is a patent-pending,
powder-coating process that has

The process is called the Powdura
OneCure system and it was
developed by The Sherwin-Williams
Co. Geared originally for the large
equipment market, including farm,
construction, trailer and industrial
equipment, it allows for a dry primer
and a dry topcoat to be applied
and then cured together to create a
strong bond between the two layers.

How it differs
Today, more fabricators apply primer
to their metal products to increase
corrosion protection. Traditionally
to do this, the primer would be
applied and then cured. After that,
the topcoat layer would be sprayed
on and then cured in: Two paint
applications and two heat curing
operations that equate to a lot of
heating, cooling and downtime.
“Users of this traditional method
have designed their finishing lines in

multiple ways, depending on space
configurations, part design, available
spray booths and curing ovens,” says
Scott Crosley, global industry director
of Sherwin-Williams’ product finishes
division.
“Some companies have a primer
booth, so they prime it, send the part
through an oven to cure and then
send it to another booth where they
paint it,” he says. “The part then goes
through the same oven or a separate
oven to cure the topcoat. Other

companies that don’t have a big
setup, prime the part, send it all the
way through the cure cycle and send
it back to the same booth to topcoat
it. Others do this in a batch setup and
accomplish it manually. Essentially,
they spray the batch in a booth, roll
that rack into an oven, roll it back out
again to perform the topcoat and
then roll it back into the oven.”
In either scenario, that’s a lot of
rolling in and out of spray booths and
curing ovens.

THE SOLUTION PREFERRED
BY METAL FABRICATORS!

QUALITY!
POWER!
DEPENDABILITY!

VERSATILITY!
Our component style Ironworker oﬀers more options and accessories to keep
costs down and productivity and proﬁts up! Models available from 45 to 150 ton.

Call TODAY to set up
a DEMONSTRATION
at your work site!

Call Toll Free 1-800-843-8844 or Call Direct 605-859-2542 • Fax 1-800-843-5545 or 605-859-2499
www.scotchman.com • info@scotchman.com • Scotchman Industries Inc., P.O. Box 850, Philip, SD 57567

LEASING
AVAILABLE
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KEEP PRODUCTION MOVING

KEEP YOUR COOL
WAYS

to improve

Plasma Cut Quality & Consumable Life
1. You Got Me Under Pressure

Low Coolant Flow and resulting high temperatures can
shut down your production line. Check the current pressure
reading...

2. Resistance is Futile

Over time, Coolant Fluid can take on tiny particles of
conductive materials. The best way to diagnose this
condition is with a conductivity meter, which measures
resistance in the coolant...

The Powdura OneCure system, says
Crosley, allows for the primer and the
topcoat to be sprayed in the dry form
(in one booth or two, depending on
available equipment or if the company
is trying to reclaim overspray) and
then cured together.
Why does this mono-cure system
matter? Besides the constant
movement, there are other factors why
it might be best to coat twice, cure
once.

First, it is important to note that
all powder coats are heat cured as
opposed to UV cured or air cured.
Each time a component is heat cured,
the metal must reach a specific
temperature for a specific amount of
time to allow the catalyst to activate
and the resin to cure.
However, before the subsequent
topcoat can then be applied, the
metal must cool. After cooling, the
topcoat is applied and the metal
component is again moved back into
an oven for curing – after it gets back
up to temperature and is cured for
the specific length of time.

READ THE WHOLE ARTICLE - CLICK HERE

attc.us/plasma-cool

Construction
equipment
such as these
earth movers
is a perfect
application for the
two coat, one cure
system because
large parts are
quickly cured.
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Traditional powder topcoat layers evenly on top of the cured primer.
There is no crosslinking between layers. Whereas, as shown in the
image below, the Powdura OneCure system crosslinks primer and
topcoat to create a stronger bond.

Resolver

Resolver Based
Press Control

Type 4 Safety Light Curtains

Experience and solutions to safeguard and automate the metal stamping and fabricating
industries with electronics designed specifically to meet their unique and rigorous needs.

A typical temperature for curing is
400 degrees F at around 10 min.
of exposure. To be clear, that is not
ambient temperature; that is the
heat the steel must reach. Big parts,
for example, might take a long time
to get to temp.
“In the past, when a company
would prime, they’d have to put
it in the oven. A big metal piece
could take an hour just to get to
temperature,” Crosley says. “Then,
they bring it back out and have to let

it cool down because you can’t paint
something that’s a true heat sink. Then
they paint it again and put it back in for
approximately an hour.”
With the Powdura OneCure system,
Crosley says this same piece can be
painted twice and then “baked” for
just one hour. Essentially, the previous
four-step process of paint, cure, paint,
cure, has been cut to three processes:
paint, paint, cure. A 25 percent increase
in production is accomplished, and
available oven capacity is gained.
April 2017
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Advanz
MC5
Saw Solutions
Innovation Makes the Difference

Trinity Containers utilizes the Powdura OneCure system to coat its
aboveground tanks. Photo credit: Trinity Containers

High productivity and
longer life
For cutting hard materials!
The Advanz™ MC5 utilizes a multiple chip grind with
a high/low tooth sequence. The chip load is spread out
over more teeth to facilitate longer life.

Now available with new AMP backgrind!
The new AMP feature available on Starrett band saw
blades further enhances cutting performance. A special
custom back-grind on the blade generates a rocking
motion while cutting which results in an increase in tooth
penetration without added feed pressure. This cutting
motion also serves to minimize surface contact area, increase cutting efficiency and
decrease wear to the blade.

AMP

Innovation Rules

“With the Powdura OneCure system,
we did it in only 10 min. of painting
and 18 min. of curing,” he says. “It cut
this shop’s production time by 50
percent.”

How it works

Large farm equipment
components must
meet specific
temperatures to heat
cure coatings in an
oven. The Powdura
OneCure system allows
for two coatings to be
cured simultaneously.

While this Powdura OneCure system
is geared for large equipment
manufacturers, it can be sized for
smaller jobs. Crosley cites one
application where a customer
produced architectural railings out
of steel for the rainy Seattle market.
While these parts were not big, it did
take them about one hour to produce
a railing: 10 min. of painting, 18 min.
of curing, 10 min. of painting, 18 min.
of curing.

The Sherwin-Williams formula coreacts and crosslinks the two separate
chemistry layers without the need to
gel or cure the primer, according to
a company press release. “The actual
crosslinking process of separate
chemistries is in the patent and cannot
be discussed except generally,” Crosley
says. “Sherwin-Williams is the only
supplier offering the best of both
worlds – a two chemistry application.”
First, note that all powders are a
crosslinking technology, which
means that once the part “sees” a
certain temperature, the catalyst
opens up and crosslinks the paint.
What Sherwin-Williams has done is to
develop a way to crosslink and cure
two different chemistries together.
“We are using epoxy resins for our
first coat and polyester resins for our

second coat, which generally have
a different cure temperature curve,
different cure rates and different cure
chemistries,” Crosley says. “Through
our patented process, we have the
ability to not only cure them at the
same time, but to crosslink those two
chemistries together at their surface.”
That crosslinking benefit is twofold.
Both coatings are crosslinking
themselves, which is how they
form a film, but then they are also
crosslinking between the two layers.
“That gives us not just two layers of
paint,” he says, “but it’s two bonded
layers, and that crosslinking density
between those two coats provides
superior performance.”

Got it covered
This superior performance, Crosley
says, also provides enhanced
corrosion protection and good part
edge coverage.
In general, edge coverage is a
strength of powder coating as
electrostatic charged powders are
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To test its corrosion resistance,
Sherwin-Williams subjected samples
to various destructive testing, such
as cyclic corrosion tests intended to
produce failures representative of
the type found in outdoor corrosive
environments. The company exposed
specimens to a series of different
environments, such as salt spray and
fog, in repetitive cycles. In addition,
it exposed the samples to various
chemicals to test its resistance to
these materials. Here are some of the
findings:
Watch Sherwin-Williams’ Powdura OneCure system video.

“We feel that for any company
doing these types of processes,
the Powdura OneCure system can
really benefit or save them money
by removing steps from the process
or not requiring them to buy more
equipment because they may only
need one oven instead of two,”
Crosley says. “Just the time savings
that you can achieve by doing it this
way is a highlight of why we think
this product has a great place in the
market.”

• Cyclic corrosion test 40 cycles with
<4.85 reading: Pass/1.6
• Salt spray/scribe creep 2,000 hours:
Pass/0.1mm scribe creep

automatically drawn to the grounded
metal substrate. Crosley adds that
the Powdura OneCure technology
improves on this through “flow rates
and other features of our primer
systems designed to give you better
edge coverage, so you get a little
bit more hang, and the topcoat
is designed to give you a better
appearance.”

Today’s industry is striving to keep
the coatings looking good, and many
are doing so by using epoxy coatings
because they’re designed to be more
corrosion resistant. Crosslinking the
epoxy coatings to the polyester topcoat
helps improve on these performance
attributes, which are critical to
manufacturers of equipment meant for
use in harsh environments.

• Oil immersion 500 hours: No
blistering 4H Pencil Hardness
ΔE=0.27 89 percent gloss retention
• Diesel immersion 500 hours: No
blistering 4H Pencil Hardness
ΔE=0.29 100 percent gloss
retention
• Gasoline immersion 500 hours:
No blistering HB Pencil Hardness
ΔE=0.43 40 percent gloss retention

THE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO.
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PRODUCTIVE
PREP
|| by Kip Hanson, senior editor ||

Buffing, polishing, graining
and grinding: It doesn’t
have to be so difficult

E

lectric grinders are heavy,
cumbersome and tough to
fit into tight corners. Their
air-operated counterparts are
noisy and expensive to run. Both offer
limited speed ranges, making them
either too darned slow or way too
fast for some applications. Further,
a typical fabricating shop needs
an assortment of right-angle and
straight grinders and cabinets filled
with various wheel sizes, shapes and
grits.
This drives up costs, decreases
available storage and working space,
and hurts shop floor efficiency. It can
even be dangerous, as productionminded employees will grab
whatever tool is available, quite
possibly spinning a grinding disc
rated for 7,000 rpm to speeds of
10,000 rpm or greater. Simply put,
this most low-tech part of welding
and fabricating is often the biggest
hassle. Surely there’s a better way.

More torque, less speed
Roger Edelman has found it in

Suhner’s RotoMax, a handheld
grinder with a flexible shaft that
works with interchangeable pieces,
allowing the user to perform a
variety of machining operations
with a single machine. The manager
of fabricating and welding at
industrial equipment supplier
Wenger Mfg. Inc. says he moved
away from air grinders several years
ago and hasn’t looked back.
“I needed something with variable
speed,” Edelman says. “Also, the
air grinders we were using ran at
25,000 rpm and were noisy. It was a
safety issue for us. So we decided to
give the RotoMax a try.”
If you’ve bought a bag of dog
food lately, you’ve more than
likely touched a Wenger product,
albeit indirectly. That’s because the
company manufactures most of
the extrusion and drying machines
used to produce pet foods and
treats. In an interesting side note,
the Wenger brothers were, in fact,
the first to develop pelletized
feedstuffs more than 75 years ago.

Polishing with a soft wheel at low speeds requires
substantial amounts of torque, something the
RotoMax’s induction drive motor provides.
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deburr laser cut sheet metal parts.
When the department used air
grinders, he was concerned about his
employees running at higher speeds
than recommended for the abrasive
media, but he knew they had to do so
to achieve the necessary torque. That
situation no longer exists.

“With the RotoMax, you can put your entire body
weight into it and it won’t slow at all, even down
around 500 rpm. The torque is amazing.”
Matthew Day Perez, artist and material
specialist, Dustin Yellin

Accurate and
flexible speed
control is important
when working
with a variety of
abrasive wheels
and attachments.

The RotoMax is available in foot,
trolley or suspended mount
configurations.

Wenger’s systems also make treats
for humans, including corn puffs,
dried veggies and pasta, as well as
biodegradable packing materials
and other industrial products.
In addition to its Sabetha, Kan.,
location, Wenger also has an
additional plant in Brazil and sales
offices in Belgium, Taiwan and
China.
Today, the Wenger plant uses three
RotoMax flexible shaft grinders.
Edelman’s team uses them to

“The variable speed of the RotoMax
lets us dial in a much lower speed
without losing any power,” he says.
“The polishing wheel doesn’t get
nearly as hot, so it lasts longer and
does a better job, and there are no
worries over it blowing apart. It’s just
a better solution for us.”
The variable speed of the RotoMax
also helps fine-tune the abrasive
action; not only does it cut better, but
there’s less time wasted switching to
a different grit or wheel size.
Edelman says consumable costs have
decreased as a result. The array of
interchangeable attachments has also
helped with throughput, as it’s easy
to pop on whatever end is needed for
the task at hand.
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Need an angle head? How about a disc grinder, or an extension to reach deep
into a cabinet? It’s not a problem with the RotoMax.

This is part of the reason Wenger
recently ordered seven more
RotoMax units for its grinding
department. They will replace the
electric grinders currently used to
grind and polish the screws on its
food processing equipment.
“One of the biggest complaints
from the grinding department is the
weight of the equipment,” Edelman
points out. “They run 10 hours a

day on that side, so they wanted
something both quieter and easier
to handle, but with enough power
for heavy grinding. The RotoMax
does both.”

From forge to fabricator
Another company with a long
history is Hammond Machine
Works Inc. Project management
and sales associate Amos Sullivan
says the 108-year-old company

Flexible shaft systems
use no air, are lighter
than electric grinders
and accommodate
virtually any job in the
shop.
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was originally a forge shop that also
offered machining and fabrication
services. But by the time Mike Nau
purchased the company in the 1960s,
the forge was cold. He dropped it
from the company name and focused
on expanding Hammond’s machining
and fabrication capabilities.
Those capabilities were further
expanded when Nau’s son Pete
purchased the company in 1992 and
added CNC machinery to its extensive
equipment list. Today, Hammond
offers an array of machining and
fabrication services for the railcar,
steel mill and energy industries. It has
been a Suhner customer for the past
20 years.
“Before buying the RotoMax, we
used the previous-generation flexible
shaft grinder, the Rotar,” Sullivan says.
“It’s a workhorse, and we still use it
around the shop, but we were limited
by the speed settings. That’s why we
bought a RotoMax early last year and
a second one just two months ago.
“Aside from the greater power and
flexibility, it has a digital readout that

lets you sneak up onto the optimal
abrasive speed – with a 7-in. flap
wheel that has a maximum of 8,500
rpm, for example, you can dial it in
to 8,400. This gives you the best use
of your consumables.”
Hammond’s primary use of the
RotoMax is for grinding large
weldments, one of which has
roughly 15 ft. of weld bead
that must be smooth and flush
when complete. Sullivan says
he appreciates the increased
throughput on this job especially,
although the RotoMax is versatile
enough to be used anywhere in
the shop.
“There are all sorts of attachments
for the thing,” he says. “It’s a really
awesome machine.”

Soda lime grinding
Matthew Day Perez is the material
specialist for Dustin Yellin, and art
studio in Brooklyn, N.Y., who uses
four RotoMax grinders for his work.
Perez also uses a RotoMax for his
own projects.

Watch Suhner’s RotoMax as it produces a mirror finish on a flat stainless steel bar.

“I grind mostly soda lime glass,” he
says. “There are times when I need to
remove lots of material, so I’ll put on
a Tornado pad, crank it up to 10,000
rpm and start hogging. Other times, I
need to do very fine polishing with a
felt or electrostatic pad. The RotoMax
can handle whatever I throw at it.”
Perez has been working with
glass since he was a kid, when
he stumbled into a shop selling

stained glass. Since then he’s
earned a BFA degree from Illinois
State University, followed by
an MFA from the Rhode Island
School of Design. He’s received
numerous awards for his work
and participated in exhibitions
throughout the United States,
Asia and New Zealand.
He first learned of the RotoMax
while on a Fulbright scholarship
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studying under Richard Whiteley
in Australia. He’s been using it
ever since.
“It feels very comfortable in your
hand,” Perez says. “I’ve tried electric
grinders, but because I need to
use a water feed to keep the glass
cool, I’d get these little shocks, due
to the proximity of the water and
electricity.
“And you can’t use heavy roughing
pads on them. They burn out too
fast. It’s the same with polishing –
you put any kind of pressure, which
is one of the requirements for
polishing, on one of those little air
grinders and you’ll kill it in about an
hour. But with the RotoMax, you can
put your entire body weight into it
and it won’t slow at all, even down
around 500 rpm. The torque
is amazing.”
Perez is currently preparing for
several shows, including one in
New York, and also developing a
large wall work for the Bellevue
Arts Museum in Washington. “The

RotoMax will be a big help to me,
sanding and grinding all those
panels flush and flat.”

One replaces ten
If you’re contemplating an exit
plan from traditional air or electric
handheld grinders, Aaron Beck,
director of sales and marketing for
Suhner Industrial Products LLC
says the RotoMax is available in two
models.
The RotoMax 1.5 offers 2 hp (1.5
kW) and spindle speeds from 500
to 15,000 rpm. It’s big brother, the
RotoMax 3.5 is a 4.7-hp (3.5-kW)
machine, with options from 500 to
10,000 rpm, or 500 to 25,000 rpm
with a smaller diameter
DIN10 shaft.
Both are adjustable in 100-rpm
increments, have a “soft start” drive
mechanism with integrated brake
and can be equipped with a foot,
trolley or suspended mount.
“Don’t get me wrong,” he says.
“We sell air and electric grinders,

“Aside from the greater power and flexibility, it
has a digital readout that lets you sneak up onto
the optimal abrasive speed.”
Amos Sullivan, project management and sales associate,
Hammond Machine Works Inc.

and they definitely have their place.
But a flexible shaft system provides
excellent torque-to-power ratios, is
lightweight and easy to handle, and it
gives you the exact speed needed for
whatever abrasive you’re running. This
makes them last longer and cut
more efficiently.
“We find that most of our customers
reduce their consumable costs by
20 percent or more after moving to
a RotoMax,” he continues. “It uses
an induction motor, so there are
no brushes to burn out as there are
with electric grinders. It’s quiet, and
it doesn’t use expensive shop air.

But the best thing is its versatility.
Sanding, grinding, deburring,
polishing: any job you can think of,
this machine can do. So with one
device, you can literally replace 10
different tools in your shop. It’s just
been a really good product for us.”
HAMMOND MACHINE
WORKS INC.
MATTHEW DAY PEREZ
SUHNER INDUSTRIAL
PRODUCTS LLC
WENGER MFG. INC.
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BEAM
BLOCKING

// by Kip Hanson, senior editor //

Machine integrators offer
advice on press brake safety

S

afety caps on vitamin
bottles, safety helmets
when riding bicycles, and
those darned irritating
safety plugs we stick in electrical
outlets to protect our kids: For
those of us who once rode in our
parent’s car without once wearing
a safety belt, it might seem the
world has gone a little safety crazy.
But not even the most reckless
of us would argue over the
importance of workplace safety,
especially around machinery that
can easily nip off a finger or crush
a hand. Isn’t it ironic, then, that
press brakes are often the last
piece of shop floor equipment

to receive attention from the
company safety director and are
even considered “unguardable” by
some industry experts?

Safe distance?
As far as Tony Caruso, director
of U.S. sales and marketing at
safety equipment and automation
provider ISB, is concerned,
there’s no such thing as “safe
distance.” He says that even OSHA
sometimes looks the other way
when it comes to safeguarding
press brakes. “The industry is still
transitioning to higher safety
standards on machine guarding,
especially when it comes to sheet
metal fabrication.”

Don’t believe him? Dust off your OSHA
Directive Number CPL 02-01-025, Guidelines
for Point of Operation Guarding of Power Press
Brakes document and start reading. You’ll see
plenty of vague guidelines about “guarding by
safe distance,” worker training programs and an
employer’s requirement to “demonstrate that
physical barriers and physical devices are not
feasible to guard the power press brake point
of operation” in the unsaid hopes of adopting
less stringent (and less expensive) means of
protection.
Really? That’s like telling your teenager to drive
safely and always obey traffic laws.
In all fairness, though, press brakes are
admittedly difficult to safeguard. An operator’s
hands are in constant contact with the
workpiece, making the dual palm buttons
found on stamping presses and similar
equipment awkward or impossible to use.
The part shape is constantly changing, and
barriers that performed properly on the first
Merlin light curtains are “taught”
bend will almost certainly be compromised
what to expect during press brake
on the last. Because shop people are generally
setup. This makes them easy to use,
driven to produce high-quality parts quickly,
but also impossible to trick as with
many will employ whatever workaround is
some other safety systems.
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needed to meet quota, occasionally
to their own detriment.
Caruso is sympathetic to the
needs of press brake owners and
operators alike and understands
their frustrations about some safety
systems. He says most of the lasers
and light curtains available today
allow the operator to program gaps
or “holes” in the beam coverage to
accommodate the part shape.
However, because that shape
changes throughout the bending
process, the holes are often much
larger than is considered safe. And
for those shops faced with lowvolume, high-mix production runs,
the operator sets up multiple jobs
each day. Unless you’re expecting a
visit from the safety director or OSHA,
stopping to reprogram the light
curtain for a handful of parts is an
unlikely event.

Winning the battle
“What do they do?” asks Caruso.
“They stick electrical tape, duct tape,
a piece of cardboard over the front of

the unit, whatever’s needed to block
the photocell. One of my competitors
even sells little screw-on clips with
their systems to make it easier to
fool the controller. But guess what?
Do that and you’ve just bought an
expensive ornament for your
press brake.”
This is why many shops throw up their
hands, Caruso says, pointing to one
customer he worked with recently
that owns a handful of press brakes,
none of which were guarded. “They
figured if they couldn’t safeguard
them effectively and productively,
why bother trying? Then they had an
injury. We put a Merlin system on one
of their machines, and lo and behold,
what they said was not doable is
working quite nicely. That’s the battle
we fight every day.”
The Merlin light curtain works by
teaching the system what to expect.
The smart controller is put into learn
mode during machine setup. There’s
no need for programming, nor
switches to turn individual beams on
or off.

WE’VE TAKEN SOME OF THE
WORK OUT OF METALWORKING.
Whether you’re replacing capital equipment or purchasing consumables, finding
and qualifying new suppliers adds to the workload of an already busy shop owner
or production manager. Sorting through the thousands of companies that provide
products to the metalworking industry can be both time consuming and frustrating.
But that’s about to change!

U.S. Metalworking Sourcebook is a
powerful, easy-to-use online resource that
brings buyers and sellers together.
The Sourcebook is a research search tool already seen by over 280,000 job shop and OEM buyers of all levels
throughout the U.S., Canada and Mexico. It was developed by Techgen Media Group, publishers of Fab Shop
Magazine Direct, Shop Floor Lasers and Welding Productivity. We know metalworking, and we know how to
help you find the supplier that best matches you needs, and with only a few keystrokes.

Log on to USMetalworkingSourcebook.com today to activate your listing.
More than 3,000 companies are already included.

U.S.

METALWORKING
S O U R C E B O O K

WHERE BUYERS AND SELLERS MEET • USMetalworkingSourcebook.com

Instead, the Merlin keeps track of
the bending steps by the operator
pressing a foot pedal, taking a
snapshot in time of the part shape
and location. When the first piece
is complete, the Merlin is ready for
production.

No cheating
Jack Worrall is president of JM
Engineering Inc., a systems integrator
in Massachusetts. He says the Merlin
is more advanced than competing
systems.
“What happens is, once the press
brake goes from high to low speed,
the light curtain automatically mutes
because the controller knows the
part’s going to be moving through
the beams in that area,” Worrall says.
“We have a top signal, a slow-speed
signal and a bottom signal, so we’re
monitoring the press brake in three
different positions,” he continues.
“Everybody else relies on a limit
switch to do that. But you can tie a
rubber band around that switch and
the light curtain will be permanently

turned off. You see it all the time. But
there’s no cheating the Merlin.”
The Merlin control panel
clearly displays hazards
in real time.

Nor is it possible to turn off individual
beams, as is the case with other
systems. Worrall says that this is
especially important for operators
that will do whatever it takes to get
the job done.
“An operator ends up turning off
more than is needed, and sometimes
they turn everything off,” he explains.
“It’s just human nature. That’s why
roughly 25 percent of our business
comes from replacing other brands
of light curtains with Merlins. It’s the
same with laser systems.”
OSHA calculates that the human
hand moves at 63 in. per sec., so if it
takes a tenth of a second for the press
brake to stop, a light curtain has to
be 6.3 in. back, according to Worrall.
“It’s just second grade math. But
most laser systems shoot a beam a
quarter of an inch below the tool and
pretend the machine will stop in time
when the beam is broken. That’s like
screwing a couple of yardsticks to the

Light curtains are also effective
for ensuring operator safety
on stamping presses and other
fabricating equipment.

The Fab-Mat is another
safety tool and can be
used to stop automated
equipment when someone
enters a dangerous area.
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Press brakes are admittedly
difficult to safeguard, which
is why OSHA rules are
sometimes ambiguous on
safety standards.

front of my truck and saying it’ll keep
me from hitting a deer or pig: it only
works if you’re going really slow.”
Worrall adds that it doesn’t matter
how well-trained the operator is or
the type of work they do; there’s
always a danger without a light
curtain.
“We just completed an installation
on a machine where the guy ran the

same tool to make the same part for
25 years,” he says. “Then one day, he
cut off three fingers. With a Merlin,
the machine would’ve stopped, he
would have repositioned the part
and gone back to work. He probably
wouldn’t have even known it saved
him.”

Serious about safety
Nor should the age or type of
machine stop you from making it

safe. Worrall recently retrofitted
a Merlin to a vintage 1970s press
brake, the owners of which said
“the devil you know is better than
the one you don’t” when faced
with buying a new machine. He
also routinely installs Merlins on
older mechanical or hydraulic
press brakes, even though the
majority of these machines require
the installation of additional
electronics.

This is an important point, even for
new machines: don’t do it yourself.
Jim Blount, field service engineer at
Blount’s Press Brake Inc. says light
curtains and other safety devices are
anything but plug and play.
“Proper integration is key,” Blount says.
“If somebody is just looking to slap a
pair of light curtains on the machine
to keep OSHA off their back, they’re
playing a very dangerous game. If
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Humans and
equipment
move quickly.
Leaving operators
unprotected is a
recipe for disaster.

Because operators need both hands on the workpiece during bending
operations, palm buttons are ineffective for press brake applications.

someone is hurt and there’s a device
on the machine, you can expect some
serious questions. How did it fail? Was
it set up properly? What interface was
used, and was it designed correctly?

Depending on how bad the person
was hurt, it could cost a lot of money
fighting it out in court. That’s why we
only work with companies that are
serious about safety.”

Striking a balance between safety and productivity, this video demonstrates
how the Merlin 3000 creates a dynamic safety zone.

Blount, like Worrall, spends a lot of
time developing and building his
own interfaces. He says this not only
assures safe, reliable installations,
but a safety device that works well
for the sheet metal application.
“If not, the machine and its light
curtain are like oil and water, and
the operator will find a way to work
around it.” He also provides press
brake training, both onsite following

a safety light installation and through
the Fabricators & Manufacturers
Association) certification program.
“Machines today are faster and more
dangerous than when I worked on
the shop floor,” he says. “At the same
time, the operators are generally
less skilled. In most shops I visit, they
don’t know how to hold the parts
safely. They don’t understand basic

Go directly to the shop floor and see a demonstration of the Merlin 3000 in use
on a press brake. The Merlin 3000 can be programmed to allow operators to work
with small and large materials

machine functions, or concepts like
how much tonnage to use and the
operation of the backgauge. That’s
when they get hurt.
“It’s not enough for a shop to install a
light curtain and pretend everything is
good to go,” he says. “Nor should they
throw some warm bodies out there
and show them how to load parts.
Shop management needs to support

and encourage operator training,
while also giving them reliable,
easy-to-use safety devices. That’s
why I love what we do – because we
provide both of those things.”
BLOUNT’S PRESS BRAKE INC.
ISB
JM ENGINEERING INC.
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Workshops for
Warriors gala

Universal Robots launches
free academy

Workshops for Warriors is hosting its
Inaugural Gala on Thursday, April 20
aboard the U.S.S. Midway in San Diego
to honor America’s veterans, wounded
warriors and transitioning service
members. The gala serves to honor
the nation’s veterans and support
their transition into their chosen
advanced manufacturing career field.
The event includes a silent auction,
entertainment by the American
Bombshells and guest speakers, such
as Medal of Honor recipient Donald
“Doc” Ballard and a Workshops for
Warriors veteran graduate.

Universal Robots offers online training
modules free of charge, open to
all and built to deliver hands-on
learning via interactive simulations.
The modules are available in English,
Spanish, German, French and Chinese
and consist of six e-learning modules
that make up the basic programming
training for UR robots. This includes
configuring end-effectors, connecting
I/Os, creating basic programs and
applying safety features to an
application.

Elysium MBD summit

Jet Edge names
engineering manager
Jet Edge Inc. promoted Michael Wheeler
to engineering manager. Wheeler will be
responsible for managing all aspects of
engineering, including technical writing,
inspection, sales engineering and
estimating, research and development,
and product development. Wheeler
has been with the company as an R&D
engineer for more than 10 years.

Elysium Inc. held its first global user
and partner summit in Huntington
Beach, Calif. Attendees included
engineering-driven organizations,
many of which are engaged in modelbased definition (MBD) for all-digital
manufacturing processes. MBD
enables the automation of 3-D data
capture and comparison capabilities.
Elysium software allows downstream
processes to leverage vetted MBD data.
Its CADValidator software captures
presentation and representation
changes not otherwise encapsulated in
drawing-centric processes.

NIMS, LIFT and Ivy
Tech release new skills
credentials
The National Institute for Metalworking
Skills (NIMS), Lightweight Innovations
for Tomorrow (LIFT) and Ivy Tech
Community College (located
throughout Indiana) are making
available a new set of skills credentials
and training to help fill open
manufacturing jobs in states along the
Midwest auto-corridor. The nine new
NIMS credentials validate key skills and
competencies needed for industrial
technology maintenance jobs. For
more information on the credentials,
visit the NIMS website.

BLM Group appoints sales
director
BLM Group USA appointed Andrew
Dodd as North American sales director.
Dodd will direct BLM’s regional sales
team in laser, bender and machining
systems applications. He has more
than 34 years of experience in the laser
fabrication and integration business.
Prior to joining BLM, he served as
North American director of sales for GSI
Lumonics and regional sales manager
for Miyachi Unitek.
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Trumpf wins Daimler
Supplier award

Messer hires regional
manager
Messer Cutting Systems Inc. announced
Todd Wellens as its new central regional
manager. Wellens has more than 20 years
of experience in the fabricating machine
tool marketplace as well as 10 years of
manufacturing engineering experience.

Trumpf was presented with the Daimler
Supplier Award 2016 in the Partnership
category. Trumpf received the award for
the joint development of a new laser
welding procedure and for the successful
implementation of Industry 4.0 solutions in
the production of the latest Mercedes-Benz
E Class. This relates to sensor-based analyses
of networked laser beam sources. With
condition monitoring, for example, Trumpf
service experts can perform trend analyses
on the data collected and released by Daimler
to determine possible failure risks and
reduce unplanned downtimes. The new laser
welding procedure is also sensor-based and
autonomously compensates for component
variations during the welding process.

ABB sells first U.S.
manufactured robot

Bystronic announces
new distributor

ABB Robotics has sold its first robot
manufactured in the United States.
The IRB 2600 robot is the first to
be produced at the ABB Auburn
Hills, Mich., facility, and was sold
to Hitachi Powdered Metals USA.
The compact robot will be used for
material handling of in-process engine
component parts at the Hitachi
Greensburg, Ind., facility. In May 2015,
ABB announced that it would begin
producing robots at its Auburn Hills
facility. The delivery of the first U.S.
manufactured robot is consistent with
the production schedule announced
at the factory opening.

Bystronic Inc. announced new distributor
representation in Tennessee, Alabama
and Mississippi with the expansion of On
Point Solutions Co., a Bystronic distribution
partner since 2012. Jordan Peterson,
On Point’s vice president of sales and
marketing, will be the key contact for the
region. “We look forward to serving our
new customers in Tennessee, Alabama
and Mississippi and will stay committed
to impacting manufacturing with our lead
and foundational product line,” said Brad
Peterson, president of On Point.

Coherent receives
Prism award
Coherent Inc. received the 2017 Prism
Award for Photonics Innovation for
its NuBeam Flat-Top fiber technology.
The award recognizes photonics-based
products that exhibit exceptional
innovation and design and which are
expected to have a significant market
impact. The NuBeam technology enables
efficient conversion of single-mode and
multimode laser beams into flat-top beam
profiles for a range of applications at
power levels from a few watts to multiple
kilowatts. The benefit of this approach
is improved optical system efficiency
and more compact, lightweight optical
assemblies.
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Manufacturing camp
awards grants
Nuts, Bolts & Thingamajigs will award 63
summer manufacturing camp programs
with grants for the 2017 season. NBT will
award 46 funding grants, ranging from
$1,000 to $2,500, for a total of $90,500 to
community and technical colleges offering
summer day camp experiences that
introduce young people ages 12 to 16 to
careers in manufacturing and engineering.
In addition, NBT will support 17 affiliate
camps. NBT is the foundation of the
Fabricators & Manufacturers Association.

LIA appoints president,
announces award winner
Laser Institute of America named Paul
Denney its 2017 President. Denney
has been the senior laser applications
engineer within the automation division
of Lincoln Electric since 2010 with a focus
on laser hybrid capabilities. As president,
his main goals are to build up LIA and
expand its reach internationally. LIA also
announced Milan Brand president-elect,
Gibler Haas treasurer and Minlin Zhong
secretary. In other news, LIA announced
Wesley J. Marshall, principal of laser
safety specialties, as the 2017 George M.
Wilkening award winner. The award is
presented to individuals who have made
extensive contributions to laser safety in
science, medicine, industry or education.
Marshall is recognized for his 40-year
involvement with military laser safety as
well as his educational contributions to
increase laser safety knowledge.

Sherwin-Williams names
award winners
Tsugami demos machines
at PMTS 2017
Tsugami/Rem Sales LLC will show new
machines at the Precision Machining
Technology Show, April 25-27, in
Columbus, Ohio. The new M08SY-II with
gantry is a robot-fed multitask lathe with a
parts conveyor and catcher. The BW209Z
is a 9-axis, 20-mm capacity split-slide CNC
precision Swiss-style lathe that can house
28 tools and is equipped with a Fanuc 31iB CNC. The benefit of a 9-axis machine is
that it has three cutting tools cutting the
part simultaneously. All three tools have
independent feed rates, meaning shorter
cycle times.

The Sherwin-Williams Co. announced
four winners during its ProVisions vendor
awards ceremony. Engineered Products
and Systems Inc. was named partner of
the year. Nexeo Solutions won the facility
operations support award. Mirka USA won
the field support award. Parker Ionics won
the marketing excellence award. “These
key partners are focused on helping our
customers develop innovative solutions
that ultimately help grow their businesses
and their bottom lines,” said Pat Herman,
senior sales vice president, SherwinWilliams Product Finishes Division.

PCI names officers
The Powder Coating Institute
announced its 2017 executive officers.
Ron Cudzilo from George Koch Sons is
president, Chris Merritt from Gema USA
is vice president, Greg Dawson from
Nordson Corp. is secretary and treasurer,
and John Sudges from Midwest
Finishing Systems is past president. The
2017 Board of Directors includes John
Cole, Kevin Coursin, Craig Dietz, Steve
Kiefer, Mark Mortensen, Suresh Patel,
Paul West and David Goch.
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Hypertherm introduces new
class of plasma
Hypertherm Inc. introduced X-Definition
class plasma for cutting mild steel,
stainless steel and aluminum. The new
class of plasma features vented water
injection and plasma dampening
and new vent-to-shield technologies.
X-Definition is available in the new
XPR300. The machine features improved
piercing capability due to increased
power and an argon-assist process
for thicker piercing on mild steel and
stainless steel. Additionally, features
such as cool nozzle and arc response
technology increase consumable life.

Pferd releases
zirconia alumina flap disc
Pferd Inc.’s Polifan Z SG-Power zirconia
alumina flap disc is for work on weld
seams, chamfering, surface grinding steel
and other applications. Manufactured
without the addition of fillers, the new
disc is rated for use on stainless steel and
steel and reduces vibration, noise and
dust levels. It is available in grit sizes 40
and 60 and in conical (Type 29) shape,
4 1/2 in., 5-in. and 7-in. diameters with
a 5/8-11 threaded or 7/8 in. plain arbor
hole.

MP Systems’ smart coolant system
MP Systems Inc.’s new Model VR8a High-Pressure Coolant
System (HPCS) is part of the Variable Volume VR series. The
coolant systems only use as much horsepower as is required
to make set pressure. The high-pressure system automatically
adjusts the gallons-per-minute output to maintain the desired
set pressure. Pressure can be adjusted from the system’s PLC
and controlled by the machine’s M codes. The coolant systems
have 50- or 70-gal. vertical reservoirs and can be used with
water or oil-based coolants.

Rockford System offers
new emergency stop
Siemens’ web server
module
Siemens launched the Sinamics V20
smart access web server module,
designed to mount directly onto the
drive, transforming a mobile device
or laptop into a virtual operator panel
for drive control. With a wireless
connection, the module facilitates
setup, programming, commissioning,
production monitoring and
maintenance on a variety of machines
and production equipment. Users
have access to a commissioning
procedure where items such as motor
data can be entered and checked and
connection macros for digital can be
activated.

Rockford Systems LLC introduced a
new CLM510 cable and push-button
E-stop (emergency stop) assembly
featuring a unique cam operation for
faster positive stopping of metalworking
machines. The assembly is immune to
nuisance tripping due to vibrations. It
is also effective as an awareness barrier
on the backside of shears and press
brakes and around the perimeter of other
hazardous areas. The assembly includes a
push-button switch with red mushroomhead button, indicator light and bulb,
21 ft. of red PVC-covered steel cable and
cable tension kit.
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Dallas Industries’ product
brochure

Coherent offers 120-W
laser
Coherent Inc.’s Cx-10 120-W CO2 laser
offers good power-to-volume ratio,
enabling construction of compact laserbased systems for space-constrained,
industrial applications. The laser delivers
a shorter pulse fall time, providing
a smaller heat-affected zone on the
workpiece and increased throughput
speeds. It is for a range of high-volume
marking, cutting and engraving
applications employing a variety of
materials. The laser is liquid cooled
and available at four different standard
wavelengths, enabling its output to be
matched to specific materials.

CCAI publishes
new manual
The Chemical Coaters Association
International released its Liquid Coatings
& Equipment for Industrial Finishing
Applications training manual. The
manual combines the previous Liquid
Organic Coatings and Liquid Coating
Application Equipment manuals. This
removes redundancy while offering
the most updated information on
coatings and equipment. CCAI corporate
members contributed new content
in every section of the manual. The
book covers topics ranging from an
introduction to liquid coatings to
environmental regulations.

Dallas Industries released a new,
eight-page brochure detailing the
company’s coil handling, press feed
equipment and controls lines. The
brochure details the conventional
press feed lineup that can handle coil
weights to 60,000 lbs. and widths up to
84 in. The brochure also offers detailed
coverage on the SpaceSaver lines. Other
information includes Dallas cradle lines
and DallaSmart controls that include
ProfileSelect, SyncLoop and AutoSet.

Amada Miyachi adds to LF
fiber series
Amada Miyachi America Inc. added four
higher power models to the LF Series
family of fiber laser welders to address
thicker materials or increase processing
speed for a given application. The
models range from 250 W to 1 kW in
the same form factor and with the
same features. The laser welders offer
continuous wave and modulated fiber
laser technology with both single-mode
and multimode options. All models
enable spot sizes down to 10 microns
for thin-metal welding with welding
penetration depth beyond 0.16 in.
April 2017
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Techgen Media’s Turnkey Email Campaigns
Techgen Media Group Email Campaigns
offer a cost-effective way to expand your
message reach and engage with qualified
buyers. By having access to our more than
195,000 opted-in subscribers, you can
deliver professionally designed content
to decision makers in targeted industry
segments.
Leverage Email Campaigns to:
•

Keep readers up to date on your
products, processes and services.

•

Increase foot traffic at your industry
trade show booth. Be it Fabtech Canada,
Fabtech Las Vegas, Fabtech Mexico, Mfg
4, IMTS or Westec, reach a broad audience
of readers within a 500-mile range of the
trade show where you’ll be exhibiting.

Point-of-use panel
from Concoa
Concoa’s 55S Series point-of-use
panel provides final line pressure
control and individual isolation
for up to four streams of CO2 and
nitrogen and is suited to supply
four individual incubators or two
dual-stack incubators from a single
panel. With the ability to handle
inlet pressures up to 2,400 lbs. per
sq. in. from the gas source, the panel
will mitigate damage to incubator
components typically associated
with over-pressurization. The panel
achieves 1x10¯⁸ccs helium leak
integrity to maintain gas purity and
eliminate leak paths.

nLight offers compact
fiber laser
nLight Corp. announced a new compact,
high-power fiber laser. At half the size of
typical 2-kW lasers, the compact family
allows for better use of shop floor space
and simplifies tool integration. The
new resonator provides a combination
of performance and stability at power
levels from 1.5 kW to 2.5 kW. The backreflection isolation technology allows
uninterrupted, full-power processing of
highly reflective materials.

Email rates
Base price:

$100/M

Minimum Order Quantity:

5,000

Select by Technical
Interest

How it works:

Bending/Folding:

45,234

•

Provide us with your targeted content,
including text, images and video.

Punching:

23,865

•

Choose the industry segments that best
fit your products and services.

Stamping:

20,185

Sawing:

31,727

•

Let us do the rest — from designing your
Email Campaign to implementing best
practices for delivery.

Shearing:

19,396

Plasma Cutting:

26,603

Waterjet:

4,241

Laser Cutting:

14,461

Laser Welding:

4,612

Welding:

109,773

How it works:
•

We provide you with open and click
through rates.

•

Recipients have already opted into
our mailing program and consider us
as a trusted source for manufacturing
information

•

To Submit Press Releases, Send Them to Abbe Miller at amiller@techgenmedia.com

For counts and selection
options
Alan Berg
e: aberg@techgenmedia.com
p:732.995.6072

An education-first approach enhances
the authoritative voice of your message
and establishes your company as a highly
valued and trusted resource.

CUSTOMIZE based on your selection criteria
DELIVER your message to
future customers
TRACK open and click-through rates
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PUSHING AUTOMATION
Manufacturers make gains by automating the sawing process

Advanz
MC5
Saw Solutions
Innovation Makes the Difference

High productivity and
longer life
For cutting hard materials!
The Advanz™ MC5 utilizes a multiple chip grind with
a high/low tooth sequence. The chip load is spread out
over more teeth to facilitate longer life.

Now available with new AMP backgrind!
The new AMP feature available on Starrett band saw
blades further enhances cutting performance. A special
custom back-grind on the blade generates a rocking
motion while cutting which results in an increase in tooth
penetration without added feed pressure. This cutting
motion also serves to minimize surface contact area, increase cutting efficiency and
decrease wear to the blade.

AMP

Innovation Rules

Sawing Productivity
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Sawing Productivity is a
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Techgen Media Group. We
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PUSHING
AUTOMATION
Manufacturers make gains by automating the sawing process
by Jimmy Myers, senior editor

I

f stock material were perfect and
at the exact lengths needed for
finished parts, there wouldn’t be
much need for optimization in the
sawing industry. However, nonferrous
metal is often flawed with mars, forklift
stabs, dents, scuffs, band marks from
packaging or anodized defects.

representatives have noticed that the
tall piles of scrap at their customers’
facilities have dwindled down to almost
nothing after using the optimization
system. That’s because the operator
makes use of remnants or usable scrap
pieces in future cut lists. The software
tracks the remnants and can feed them
through a cut list for optimization. The
Fortunately, a software program
software also allows for accurately cut
created by TigerStop LLC that works in parts the first time around so no scrap
conjunction with a fully automated saw waste is produced.
system calculates how the operator can
make the most out of his stock material “A great deal of scrap waste is entirely
while cutting out imperfections.
usable material, but the labor required
to track those remnants and determine
The saw operator simply makes marks
how to best make use of them in cut
around the defects with a bright
lists takes too much time and energy,”
orange UV “Crayon,” and the marks are
says Spykerman of the manual method.
picked up by a sensor in the TigerSaw
2000, an automated saw station from
While the saw increases throughput
TigerStop. The software determines
dramatically, “you still have to load it,”
how much material will be discarded
he says.
and optimizes the cut list so there
AUTOMATED LOADING
is minimal scrap at the end of the
process.
And therein lies the problem with many
sawing applications. The automated
Simon Spykerman, director of
saws go through cut lists so quickly the
marketing at TigerStop, says company
operator is stuck at the saw continually

TigerStop’s new auto loader can work with a variety of
material geometries, including square tubes.

loading pieces when he could be
performing additional value-added
tasks in the shop, such as sorting
finished parts.

TigerSaw 2000, which is something
that’s been available to the European
market through TigerStop’s Holland
plant.

Therefore, the logical next step
for TigerStop was to produce an
automated loader to work with the

It wasn’t until recently when an
Australian customer became interested
in the automated loader, called the
April 2017
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Utilizing TigerStop’s
automated stop system
takes an operator’s setup
time from a minute down
to seconds.

TigerFeeder Automatic Infeed Station,
that the company’s headquarters in
Vancouver, Wash., adopted the auto
loader technology and built its first
model stateside. According to Jack
Ragan, vice president of sales at
TigerStop, the Australian customer
needed a sawing solution that would
cut five types of material at a greater
production speed, leading the company
to order the TigerSaw 2000 with the
auto loader.
TigerStop rolled out the beta version
of the auto loader at Fabtech 2016.
Spykerman says the company received
positive feedback and plenty of interest
at the trade show, and after a few
changes, the unit is now hitting the
market. The first auto loader shipped
out to Australia in late February.

DOGS AND CAPACITY
Anyone familiar with automated loading
systems is probably also familiar with
the term “dogs.” The loading station
dogs – the triangular pieces of the
loading station like those shown on the
opening image of this article – work

with steel cross bracing to push material
forward in a synchronized fashion.
This ensures material stays straight
while it is being fed through the
saw. The dogs also retract, allowing
pneumatic cylinders to cycle back
and forth, advancing the next piece of
material.
Currently, the auto loader is set up to
handle five 100-lb. pieces at a time.
The auto loader comes in sections (or
stations), allowing customers to add up
to seven to their sawing operation for
3,500 lbs. of total weight. Each station
can handle a variety of material from 4
ft. to 30 ft. in length.
Payden Davidson, trade show
coordinator for TigerStop, notes the
operator can adjust loading speed,
which helps when working with
different material weights.

REDUCING LABOR
One of the main draws for the loading
station, on top of better throughput, is
that it frees up an operator. Davidson
April 2017
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TigerStop’s Payden Davidson readies the fully automated
sawing solution for a demonstration.

says normally, the sawing operation
requires one operator to mark defects
as they load single pieces of material.
Meanwhile, a second operator sorts cut
pieces at the end of the sawing process.

finished pieces as the saw is processing
material.

Being able to load and mark five
pieces of material at a time requires
less labor, taking a two-man operation
down to one. A single operator can
load the system and work on sorting

KNOWING WHEN TO
AUTOMATE

“When you can have just one guy
doing both sides,” he says, “that’s ideal.”

Small to medium-sized shop owners
working with manual sawing processes
might experience seasonal surges

Each station is powered by pneumatic cylinders that can push up to
five pieces of material weighing up to 100 lbs. per piece.
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that push them to the limit of their
productivity capabilities, piquing their
interest in automation. But Spykerman
says that knowing when to automate
really boils down to a question of
risk – how much is the manufacturer
currently tolerating?

at every corner. The argument can be
made that a craftsman or artisan relies
on archaic and manual processes for
their line of work, but for production
facilities, throughput is important,
and many find the need to automate
becoming quite urgent.

For example, risk is associated with
miscuts, rework and spending too
much time on specific processes.
Manual processes put quality at risk

Manufacturers working with manual
processes are probably also using a
tape measure. Spykerman says many
manufacturers attest to the fact that

THE SOLUTION PREFERRED
BY METAL FABRICATORS!

QUALITY!
PRECISION!
DEPENDABILITY!
VERSATILITY!

American manufacturer and importer
of quality machinery.

GUARANTEED!

You can count on
accuracy of +/- .006!
Best-in-the -Business

WARRANTY !

More options and accessories keep costs
down and productivity and proﬁts up!
SUP-500 NF

AL100U-02

Call TODAY to set up
a DEMONSTRATION
at your work site!

Call Toll Free 1-800-843-8844 or Call Direct 605-859-2542 • Fax 1-800-843-5545 or 605-859-2499
www.scotchman.com • info@scotchman.com • Scotchman Industries Inc., P.O. Box 850, Philip, SD 57567

50514 EC

NONFERROUS UPCUT
CIRCULAR COLD SAW

TUBE & PIPE
GRINDER/NOTCHER

IRONWORKER

LEASING
AVAILABLE

MetalMizer MV2300

Green.

"The reliability, low-maintenance, ease of set-up, flexibility,
and small footprint are key attributes of MetalMizer."
—Steve Lang
Commercial Tube Processing Corporation

few new employees actually know how
to read a tape measure, just another
factor of the skills gap.

In more ways than one.

Spykerman notes that a fabrication
shop might have processes that
include cutting, measuring, drilling,
punching and boring, which have a
number of repetitive and simple steps
where mistakes can easily occur. Even
when mistakes are absent, there is a
time element that leads to big costs in
the end. Automation takes the human
error element out of the equation.

FEATURES:

• 18" horizontal, 20" vertical cutting capacity
• Powered 0 to 45 degree tilting saw head
• Adjustable 0 to 3 degree forward tilt
• Auto speed adjustment with presets
• Convenient rotating control panel arm
• 30% less overall machine depth than competitive saws
• Made in the U.S.A.

Since 1985, MetalMizer has been committed
to providing you with high-quality, low-cost,
space-saving solutions for your metal cutting
needs. Built in the USA, MetalMizer bandsaws
were invented by
a manufacturer
for manufacturers
and are priced
for profitability to
see a return on
investment quickly.

Spykerman notes that if an operator
were to set a stop 120 times a day
at one minute per stop, they would
spend two hours out of their workday
on this task. If the operator makes
$50 an hour, that’s $25,000 a year
measuring and adjusting stops. There
is also added waste that needs to
be accounted for where errors are
concerned, which eats up more time
and causes more scrap.

Whether you are a startup
operation, own a small job
shop, run a busy tool room at
a large factory, or supply big automotive or
aerospace companies, MetalMizer equipment
will withstand years of quality cutting with
minimal maintenance. Visit online or
contact your MetalMizer Representative
today for more information.

© 2016 MetalMizer

TILTING
SAW HEAD!

800.522.5097

metalmizer.com

Also depend on the METALFLEX blade to meet your high-quality metal sawing needs.

Utilizing TigerStop’s automated stop
system, which does all the measuring

“A great deal of scrap waste
is entirely usable material,
but the labor required to
track those remnants and
determine how to best make
use of them in cut lists takes
too much time and energy.”
Simon Spykerman, director of
marketing, TigerStop LLC

and adjustment of stops, takes an
operator’s setup time from a minute
down to seconds. Additionally, the
return on investment exceeds the
$25,000 saved on measuring stops.
Spykerman says that when customers
automate existing machinery and
replace manual stops, they get
computer-controlled accuracy, which
means there are no mistakes on part
lengths, and no loss due to scrap.
TIGERSTOP LLC
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OUTSIDE THE BOX

How a fleet of 24 metalcutting bandsaws cuts tubing and solid bar round stock for big-name companies
by Chase Warner, contributing author, MetalMizer

E

stablished in 1974,
Indianapolis-based
Commercial Tube Processing
Corp. (CTP) provides
customers around the world with
high-performance tube assemblies,
top-quality metal fabrications
and precise weldments. Working
with a variety of large-quantity
orders to supply well-established
companies, including Caterpillar,
Volvo and Cummins, CTP also
depends on smaller orders that other
manufacturers will not fulfill in order
to gain business.
Throughout its history, CTP’s ability to
remain flexible, think outside the box
and take on any size job has allowed
the company to achieve decades of
success in the industry.
CTP provides a range of products for
the diesel industry, including overthe-road, off-road, locomotive and
military equipment. The company’s
primary offerings are subassemblies
for exhaust systems while also
offering internal engine, oil sump,

fuel lines, brake lines and irrigation
products for agricultural use.

Optional heavy-duty infeed
and outfeed tables on the
MetalMizer MV2018 provide
material handling solutions
for optimum material flow.

CTP generally cuts tubing and solid
bar round stock from 1/8 in. to 10
in. thick working with a variety
of material, such as carbon steel,
stainless steel, copper, nickel, brass
and aluminum. With the diverse
sizes, angled cuts and materials
required by customers, CTP relies on
MetalMizer metalcutting bandsaws
to provide quality products for the
global market.

KEY ATTRIBUTES
The MetalMizer saw was invented
in 1985 when sawmill equipment
manufacturer, Wood-Mizer, wanted
a metalcutting saw to produce its
premium product. The hands-on
fabricators at Wood-Mizer wished
their cutoff saw would tilt a little
bit forward, cut at a 45 degree
angle in either direction, have finite
adjustments on the feed force and
offer all of this conveniently without
a bunch of bells and whistles.

The fabricators went on to invent
the MetalMizer MV2018 saw that is
now used by manufacturers around
the world, including CTP, to fulfill
fabrication, production, maintenance,
and research and development needs.
“The reliability, low maintenance, ease
of setup, flexibility and small footprint
are key attributes of MetalMizer,” says
Steve Lang, production supervisor at

CTP. “In the 1980s, we purchased a
machine for our sheet metal division
and it performed well so we bought
a couple for tubing and it’s gone on
from there.”
Today, CTP runs 24 MetalMizer
MV2018 bandsaws. CTP also produces
many prototypes for its customers,
which may require only one or two
pieces to test.
April 2017
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MetalMizer’s cutting
head features a 0 degree
to 3 degree adjustment
forward tilt to optimize
feed rate on entry when
cutting structurals and 0
degrees for notching.

“I see thinking outside the
box as a big part of our
success. We figure out how
to make things work and

“The MetalMizer saw, with the ease of
setup, means we can knock that job
out quickly,” Lang says. “Why set up a
laser for two pieces?”
Two MetalMizer saws are set up in the
prototype department specifically for
their versatility. Together, the saws
operate five days a week, running
half a shift cutting one or two pieces
at a time with different setups and
requirements for each job. Because
CTP doesn’t do more than four or
five pieces at a time, Lang says the

over the years, we’ve learned
flexibility of the MetalMizer saws
are a great fit for the prototype
department.
Each of CTP’s 24 MetalMizer MV2018
saws offers a cutting capacity up
to 18 in. wide and up to 20 in. high.
However, with the machine’s unique
design that includes the motor drive
system on the upper wheel, overall
depth of the saws is 30 percent less
than comparable units.

the importance of that.”
Steve Lang, production supervisor,
Commercial Tube Processing Corp.
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The head-mounted
variable-frequency
drive motor simplifies
the drive mechanism to
allow the use of a highly
efficient, infinitely variable
powertrain for cutting
performance.

The MetalMizer cutting head includes
a counterbalanced tilting saw head
with pre-stop detents located at both
45 degree angles and at the vertical
position for fast and easy operator
adjustment any time a vertical or
miter cut is needed for the job.

In addition to allowing for more
machines by occupying less overall
floor space, Lang explains that the
MV2018 footprint and mobility are
especially important in the machine’s
operation.

“Whether it’s a single angle or a
compound angle miter cut, the saw
head flexibility and table surface can
get us an accurate cut,” Lang says.

“We’re able to move them to the tube
bender and do a workcell right off the
bender,” Lang explains. “It needs a small
footprint, and we don’t have room

FLEXIBLE APPROACH

Commercial Tube Processing’s work center supervisor, Kevin
Bryant (left), with the company’s production supervisor,
Steve Lang (right), at a workcell.
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The small
footprint
of the
MetalMizer
MV2018
allows
flexibility for
a workcell
near the tube
bender.

“[Commercial Tube
Processing Corp.] reinforces
the ability of MetalMizer
to produce a high-quality,
low-cost, space-saving

between machines to have a larger
saw up there.”
Dave Gillaspy, a manager at
MetalMizer, says the team at CTP is
able to think outside the box and
achieve success by remaining flexible
in their operation. He says that saws
are assigned to certain areas for certain
types of work, but adds that they’re
so flexible that if CTP needs to move
one – based on the workflow that’s
going through – it’s not a problem.

“CTP’s ingenuity to create workcells
that solve specific production
challenges is an example of
manufacturing at its finest,” Gillaspy
says. “CTP reinforces the ability of
MetalMizer to produce a high-quality,
low-cost, space-saving solution to
satisfy the sawing needs of many
companies throughout the world.”

solution to satisfy the sawing
needs of many companies
throughout the world.”
Dave Gillaspy, manager, MetalMizer

Kevin Bryant, a work center supervisor
and machine operator at CTP, agrees
the flexibility of the MV2018 saws is
April 2017
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what allows the company to set up
different workcells in many areas based
on production needs.

each machine in order to maintain the
equipment performance throughout
the year.

“Ease of setup is really nice on the
machines, and they are user friendly;
there’s not much to operating them,”
Bryant says. He adds that the machine
requires very little training for the saw
operators, which makes it easy for
anyone to move, set up and operate
the machine when needed.

Customers of CTP praise the company’s
quality, on-time delivery and
willingness to do the small prototype
work that their competitors won’t
fulfill.

MINIMAL MAINTENANCE
While each of the MetalMizer saws
operate depending on production
demands, Lang says the machines
require minimal maintenance.
“When I asked our maintenance
supervisor, we had $0 entered for
the 24 saws for the last five years,”
Lang says. “We check fluid levels, the
reservoir and change a bearing every
once in a while, but basically it’s a nomaintenance machine.”
The MetalMizer MV2018 can cut a variety of materials,
sizes and shapes.

CTP performs a bi-weekly and annual
preventative maintenance service on

“I see thinking outside the box as a big
part of our success,” Lang explains. “We
figure out how to make things work
and over the years, we’ve learned the
importance of that.”
CTP’s installation of versatile
machining equipment along with the
ability to provide quality products
at any quantity or specification has
positioned it for continued success in
the industry.

COMMERCIAL TUBE
PROCESSING CORP.
METALMIZER
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INDUSTRY
NEWS
SIMONDS PRESENTS NEW
BANDSAW BLADES
Simonds Saw’s CWT carbide-tipped bandsaw blades are for aluminum
block, aluminum gates and risers, aluminum automation, Inconel and
nickel-based alloys. Similar to
the “California Wing Tip” tooth
formation used in circular saw
blades, the blades have a threetooth set pattern with positive
rake geometry for faster cutting
and good penetration. The
blades are available in five
widths: 1 1/4 in. by 0.042 in., 1
1/2 in. by 0.050 in., 2 in. by 0.062
in., 2 5/8 in. by 0.062 in. and 3
1/8 in. by 0.062 in.

SCOTCHMAN TURNS 50, OFFERS
DRILL TAP OPTION
Scotchman Industries, which is
celebrating its 50th anniversary
this year, announced its drill
tap option for its GAA-500 90
automatic upcut circular cold
saw. The saw is for cutting
nonferrous materials at
90 degrees up to 6 in. square
and round. It includes a 7.5-hp
motor that provides a cutting
speed of 3,000 rpm, a pneumatic
mist coolant system and a
base designed with two chipextraction ports. A rotary dial
allows for length adjustments
and part lengths that are held
to the length tolerance of
±0.006 in. per index.
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KASTO NAMES VPS, OFFERS
MONITORING APP

METALMIZER’S NEW METAL
BANDSAW

Kasto Inc. announced two strategic American leadership changes. Stefan
Dolipski (right) is taking on one of the vice president positions where he will
focus on technical consulting and service related topics. Dolipski has been
with Kasto 17 years and will continue to manage the service department.
Nikolis Wasynczuk is the other vice president and will concentrate on
commercial, financial and administrative matters. In other news, the
company’s KastoApp displays the status of all Kasto sawing machines in the
network equipped with EasyControl or ExpertControl using a smartphone or
tablet. The app indicates whether the saws are in automatic or manual mode,
reports malfunctions and
shows if a tool change is
taking place. It gives the
user exact information on
all relevant parameters,
such as the material,
cutting length, target and
actual quantity, feed rate
and cutting speed.

MetalMizer’s MV2300 metalcutting bandsaw
features an 18-in. horizontal, 20-in. vertical
cutting capacity; zero to 300-lb. cutting pressure;
and 3-hp, 230V, 1-phase or 230V/460V 3-phase
drive motor. Additional features include
adjustable 0- to 3-degree forward tilt,
powered 0- to 45-degree tilt from either
side of vertical, and auto speed adjustment
with presets for making a variety of cuts.
The touchscreen control box is positioned
on a swivel arm for the operator to position.
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TIGERSTOP OPENS
MEXICO OFFICE
TigerStop LLC launched an office in
Mexico City and named Gregorio
Aspeitia national sales manager for
Mexico. Aspeitia is tasked with new
business development and building
a new dealer network for sales and
support throughout Mexico and
South America. Aspeitia has more
than 23 years of industry experience
in product engineering, design,
manufacturing and corporate sales.
His background includes growing
new markets for companies such as
NSK and Hitachi Automotive.

WE’VE TAKEN SOME OF THE
WORK OUT OF METALWORKING.
Whether you’re replacing capital equipment or purchasing consumables, finding
and qualifying new suppliers adds to the workload of an already busy shop owner
or production manager. Sorting through the thousands of companies that provide
products to the metalworking industry can be both time consuming and frustrating.
But that’s about to change!

U.S. Metalworking Sourcebook is a
powerful, easy-to-use online resource that
brings buyers and sellers together.
The Sourcebook is a research search tool already seen by over 280,000 job shop and OEM buyers of all levels
throughout the U.S., Canada and Mexico. It was developed by Techgen Media Group, publishers of Fab Shop
Magazine Direct, Shop Floor Lasers and Welding Productivity. We know metalworking, and we know how to
help you find the supplier that best matches you needs, and with only a few keystrokes.

Log on to USMetalworkingSourcebook.com today to activate your listing.
More than 3,000 companies are already included.

To Submit Press Releases, Send Them to Abbe Miller at amiller@techgenmedia.com

U.S.

METALWORKING
S O U R C E B O O K

WHERE BUYERS AND SELLERS MEET • USMetalworkingSourcebook.com

More Information is Just a Click Away!

Techgen Media’s Information for
Fabricators is Bigger than Fabshop

LIGHTNING STRIKES:
Meeting demands of aerospace welding
FLIPPING THE SWITCH:
Innovative magnetic welding tech

Fabricators have a triple-barreled resource they can reach through FAB
Shop Direct, or through our sister publications, Shop Floor Lasers and
Welding Productivity. Together, we cover fabricating topics from different
angles, each with a different focus, linked to give you more depth or a
different take on the topics you see in one of the three.
Follow the links below to see the latest coverage from our magazine group.
More information is just a click away, no matter where you start:

STATE OF SOFTWARE:
Fab software now, in the future
LASER REFLECTIONS:
Tackling reflective metals

